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Abstract 

 

As the recent outbreak of warfare in Ukraine shocked Europe and the world at large, it reminds 

us once again that wars are not merely a prominent part of human history but also constitute 

the reality of the twenty-first century. Wars have indeed been a prevalent topic in recent history 

and its eradication does not currently seem within reach. They do however come with significant 

financial costs and physical destruction of economic activity. This paper proposes an empirical 

study with panel data on the economic impact of wars. Wars are seen as open conflict in 

countries with direct consequences on their national economic performance. GDP is analysed 

for nearly all UN member countries over the past sixty years and the results are compared 

between countries with and without war. Wars are then classified according to their intensity 

and geographical scale, adding to the depth of the analysis. The same economic measures are 

applied to the resulting different typologies of war, with different results. The models are also 

improved by using GDP per capita and GDP growth rates as dependent variables instead of GDP. 

Since GDP is influenced by many other factors than war, a total of seven control variables are 

added to the statistical models in order to achieve better accuracy for their results. Additionally, 

we look at potential spill-over effects on neighbour countries.  

Based on the results, we draw the conclusion that war does indeed have a direct negative effect 

on GDP (per capita) growth rate, as well as negative consequences for the economic growth of 

neighbouring countries. Moreover, there seem to be important differences of economic impact 

between various wars and conflict intensity appears to be a major denominator for these. While 

low-intensity conflicts clearly have a lesser impact on economic performance, the case for 

geographical scale as a determinant of economic impact does not appear to be strongly 

vindicated by the results. 

 

Keywords: War, GDP, Conflict intensity, Geographical extent, Economic performance, Spill-over 

effects 
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Introduction 
 

Background 
The recent Ukrainian crisis once again brings large-scale warfare to Europe. On the 24th of 

February, Russia launched a full-scale invasion of Ukraine, a military operation considered the 

largest in Europe since the Second World War. A major war in Europe has been unthinkable (at 

least) since the end of the Cold War in 1991, but this is now rapidly changing (European Council 

on Foreign Relations, 2022). Meanwhile, wars have been far from extraordinary on other 

continents such as Africa and Asia. While most of these remained confined to specific regions 

or countries, Cold War hotspots, civil wars, genocides, inter-state wars, drug wars and other 

conflicts have continuously ravaged populations and economies after the Second World War up 

until today (Heuser, 2005) and if the end of the Cold War was briefly thought to bring global 

peace (Mueller, 1989), this has proven to be an illusion. The number of wars does not seem to 

decrease anymore (Thies & Baum, 2020). In fact, the year 2017 even counts as one of the most 

violent years after the Cold War (Dupuy & Rustad, 2018). Recent examples of the international 

resurgence of war and violence are conflicts like the Libyan and Syrian civil wars, the War on 

Terrorism, the Nigerian Boko Haram crisis, or the creation of IS caliphates in different parts of 

the Arab world.  

 

The deadlock of war: a case for analysing the impacts of war 
On the 24th of march 2022, the UN warned that the war in Ukraine cuts global economic growth 

prospects by 1% (UNCTAD, 2022), while the IMF reported an expected economic contraction of 

about 10% in Ukraine itself, with economic output potentially decreasing by as much as 35% 

(BBC News, 2022). In economic literature about the impact of wars, there are two different 

currents of thought: The “War Renewal” school, and the “War Ruin” school. While the war 

renewal school states that war can be potentially beneficial for the economy, the war ruin school 

supports a view where war is entirely undesirable and inherently detrimental (Kang & Meernik, 

2005).  

This thesis largely follows the second school as it seems to be better supported by historical 

evidence. Preventing war has in fact been the focus of international cooperation since the 

foundation of the League of Nations after the First World War, and arguably well before that. 

Already in 1795, in Perpetual Peace: A Philosophical Sketch, German Philosopher Immanuel Kant 

outlined the idea that war has to be avoided and standing armies should be abolished. In 

addition, while war retards development, development also retards war. This double causality 

creates vicious and virtuous circles that accentuate pre-conditions (Collier et al., 2003). 

Countries with lower development are thus more likely to experience war, which again hampers 

their development, making war an even more serious threat to economic performance.  

Yet, war has always been part of human history and in light of the most recent geo-political 

developments its eradication might appear further away than ever. In a 2016 article structured 

around five main arguments, John Feffer (Director of FPIF) correspondingly argues that lasting 

peace is currently out of range for a large number of countries. 

 

If war seems to be essentially impossible to prevent, we need to look at its impacts in order to 

learn how to limit these. Plümper and Neumeyer (2006) mention diverse indirect effects of wars 

on agriculture, infrastructure, public health, and social order. Collier (1999) studied the 

economic impact of civil wars and found them to reduce annual growth rate by 2,2% annually, 
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for a per capita GDP reduction of around 30% for a 15-year long civil war. These results were 

further investigated and confirmed in a study on civil wars by Imai & Weinstein (2000). Several 

wars are known to have been even more severe in their economic damage (including the 

Rwandan genocide and the wars in the DRC). Indeed, while the Rwandan civil war only lasted 

for a total of four years, Lopez & Wodon (2005) estimate that Rwandan GDP today would be 

“between 25 and 30% higher if the conflict had not taken place”. Other wars on the contrary seem 

to have relatively less impact on economic performance. Categorization of wars is therefore 

essential to better understand their effect on the economy and will be an essential part of this 

paper with the intension of differentiating wars along their scale and scope rather than based on 

their causes and nature. This new and unique approach is expected to yield valuable insight in 

the assessment of war consequences. 

 

Research outline 
This thesis presents an analysis on the economic impact of different wars. A large number of 

previous studies have provided evidence for the linkage between political instability and war, 

and the macro-economy (Fielding, 2004). Building on these, this paper aims to confirm (or 

disprove) the War Ruin point of view on wars, but also to quantify the magnitude of the 

economic effects of war. Many of the core studies on this subject however have focussed at civil 

wars (Collier, 1999; Imai & Weinstein, 2000), which this study will expand with the inclusion of 

interstate wars. At the same time, it stresses the necessity of classifying wars in a meaningful 

way that can accurately predict their economic consequences. The complexity of war is indeed 

vast and simplified classification is a much-needed tool to help understand the different impacts 

war can have. Gray & Martin (2008) argue that the many difficulties encountered when 

comparing wars are best overcome with a systematic approach that establishes categories before 

choosing the wars to compare. This approach has been implemented as a critical part of the 

analysis which differentiates wars into three typologies according to their geographical spread 

and their casualty rates, two important indicators for the intensity of war, as cited by Imai & 

Weinstein (2000). These three typologies together form the core independent variable of the 

analysis presented below. 

The three main typologies of war are described and rationalized in detail in the methodology, 

but they deserve to be shortly covered here in order to clarify the approach taken for this 

research. Wars are very different in magnitude and in nature and it would be unreasonable to 

expect a similar economic effect from all these various conflicts. Fielding (2004) lists a number 

of important indicators that are conventionally used to measure the intensity of wars, including 

casualty numbers, democracy or freedom indexes, incidence of political violence, and major 

changes of government. Further indicators are the earlier mentioned geographical extent, as well 

as the size of insurgent groups, both mentioned by Imai & Weinstein (2000). This study uses a 

categorical variable based on individual research for each war. Its three categories represent the 

three typologies of war: Low-intensity conflicts, Localized high-intensity conflicts, and full-scale 

conflicts. These typologies are mainly divided along geographical extent and monthly casualty 

rates, but the allocation of each war is also (partly) based on the other factors mentioned above, 

according to their particular contexts. While not every war can be distinctly covered in this 

paper, examples will be provided further on to illustrate the outlines and main components of 

each typology. Furthermore, a definition of war will be provided in the theoretical framework. 

This leads to the following research question:  

What direct impacts do the three typologies of war have on economic growth? 
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Resulting sub-questions are: 

- How much impact do wars have on economic growth? 

- What is the impact of wars on inflation? 

- Which part of economic growth is endogenous? 

- Are there significant differences between wars with different geographical extents? 

- Do the economic impacts of war increase proportionally with the number of casualties? 

- How is the economy of neighbouring countries affected by war? 

 

Structure 
This paper is further structured along five major sections: the Theoretical Framework, the 

Methodology, the Results, a Discussion and the Conclusion. The Theoretical Framework covers 

earlier academic studies on the economic impact of war and the definitions of important 

concepts within this topic, as well as the conceptual model and the hypothesises. The 

Methodology follows with a general outline of the dataset and the way in which it is analysed, 

as well as the reasoning behind its variables. The result section then shortly recapitulates the 

statistical models before describing their outcomes. It also demonstrates how the various 

expansions of the base model improve the estimations and permit to draw useful conclusions. 

At las, the discussion aims to clarify a number of strengths and weaknesses of this study and 

presents some recommendations for further research, while the conclusion summarizes the 

main results of the analysis.  
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Theoretical Framework 
 

Setting proper delimitations 
Academic research on any subject implicates the use of clear definitions for its key concepts. 

This not only serves to construct a clear image of the topic, but it can also be of vital importance 

for data gathering, as it sets limits to which data is considered useful. By extension, definitions 

have to be adapted to the context of the study. In this case, the context is a clearly economic 

one, as we specifically zoom in on the economic consequences of war, but war is evidently 

impacted by non-economic factors which need to be taken into account. Moreover, outside of 

war there are various non-economic or semi-economic factors that can greatly impact the 

economy and need to be taken into account by means of their inclusion as control variables 

where possible. Examples of these are education and political stability, which were both included 

in a model for economic growth conceptualized by Vijayaraghavan and Ward (2001).    

As stated previously, wars can have different natures and scales and the classification of wars 

along these differences has been the object of previous studies such as an analysis on scale 

provided by Richardson in 1960 (Hayes, 2002) and a study on the categorization of inter-state 

wars by Vasquez & Valeriano (2010). This divergence severely limits the use of a dummy variable 

for war (simply marking years with war and years without war) and asks for a more complex 

approach. However, simplicity has the benefit of clarity and as such, a binary war variable has 

been used as a basic structure on which a more elaborated categorical variable is built. It is also 

used in the base model for comparison purposes.  

When assembling the data for such a binary variable, the need for a clear definition becomes 

manifest: numerous wars spring to mind for which it is evidently going to be very difficult to 

measure the economic impact. This is especially true and obvious for wars with low levels of 

destruction or very short durations, such as the 6-day war between Israel and its neighbour 

countries (June 1964) or the Romanian revolution that brutally ended Ceausescu’s communist 

regime (December 1989). About the economic costs of the 6-day war for Egypt, Kanovsky (1968) 

pointed out that, while there was verifiable economic damage, “the loss in terms of diminished 

civilian production was probably very small”. This illustrates how difficult it is to justify the 

selection of such conflicts when looking for direct impacts on the economy with macro-

economic data on a yearly basis. Naturally the assumption is not that short wars such as 

uprisings or coup d’états do not have any economic impacts. In fact, the economic impacts of 

coup d’états were found to be mostly negative (Fosu, 2002), although these results were tied to 

a set of Sub-Saharan countries only and relied on a number of independent variables unavailable 

for this study. Importantly however, as illustrated by the case of the 6-day war, the direct 

consequences of very short wars and coups will in most cases not be discernible and certainly 

not comparable to major wars when looking at annually recorded economic parameters. 

 

In parallel, Collier (1999) pointed at private investment as the driving force behind the negative 

effects of (civil) war on economic growth. Although of course investment and production are 

not the same thing, they are certainly linked to each other and in fact, Smith (1959) concludes 

that investment is a function of the output level, while Dieppe et al. point at productivity as a 

key factor of economic growth (2021). 

Theory thus supports that production is the main driver of the economy and its destruction is 

the main factor behind the negative impacts of war. This consideration is equally confirmed by 
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the use of GDP as the most important indicator to capture economic activity (OECD, 2022). 

Consequently, GDP (in current dollars) and variations thereon will be the main dependent 

variables in this study. Yet, other factors such as trade dependency are also at stake, as war 

negatively impacts trade, but those factors were demonstrated to be of temporary nature 

(Barbieri & Levy, 1999). While economic and political sanctions tied to war can also lead to 

severe strains on the economic growth of the belligerents (Neuenkirch & Neumeier, 2014), the 

fact that only a limited share of the countries that experienced war in the past sixty years has 

effectively been the object of such sanctions makes it a difficult factor to integrate in the data.  

 

The overall complexity of the estimation of economic consequences of war requires a clear 

distinction that establishes which wars then have enough impact to be recorded in the dataset. 

In addition to better accuracy, a limit on the number of wars included in the data provides the 

necessary limitation to the length and scale of the data-gathering process.  

 

Defining wars 
Correctly defining war is so important that the lack thereof has been one of the main failures of 

the League of Nations and played a role in the Sino-Japanese war that preceded the Second 

World War (Eagleton, 1933). While not as detrimentally consequential for academic research, 

defining war is nonetheless a crucial theoretical step to initialize this study.  

Wars in this context are defined in their traditional sense of open armed conflict between several 

parties, of which at least one is a (semi-)governmental instance, in accordance with the 

definition provided by J. Long (2012). This interpretation is an expansion on the basic dictionary 

definitions of war and results from a discussion about the recent developments of warfare. It 

should be clear that in recent wars, non-state actors are involved more often than not, whether 

they be insurgent groups, criminal organizations, mercenary companies, political parties, 

religious or ethnic minorities, or else (Heuser, 2005; Ravichandran, 2011). War is also increasingly 

dominated by irregular warfare rather than conventional warfare (Jones, 2021), which we 

attempt to encompass in the low-intensity conflict typology of war. In addition to the given 

definition, this paper poses some supplementary boundaries based around expected economic 

impact which are described hereunder. For a more comprehensive discussion on the definitions 

of war, see A Study of War by Q. Wright (1964). 

Mueller & Tobias (2016) state that duration and intensity are the two main dimensions on which 

the economic impact of a war depends. Consequently, duration and intensity are the two 

delimitations that were used to assemble the data on wars. Since the base model uses a binary 

model based on annual data, it was decided to only include wars spanning at least a total of six 

months, which can be rounded up from 0.5 to 1 year. This facilitates measurement and also 

excludes short irruptions of violence such as the examples mentioned above, which are expected 

to be of lesser direct impact on annual GDP. The assumption derived from the study by Mueller 

& Tobias is that half a year of war should be noticeable in the data. Whether shorter durations 

can be included remains a topic for further research because the scope of this paper does not 

allow for that investigation, especially since each war needs individual research to be allocated 

to one of the typologies of the categorical variable. It would nevertheless be interesting to see 

how the inclusion of short conflicts such as coups would influence the results of the models 

proposed in this study.  

The other dimension taken into account for the selection of wars is their intensity. While for 

purposes of categorization, intensity has been handled as a combination of different factors, for 
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the selection process it has been purely defined as an annual casualty rate, in line with the 

aforementioned Scale of Deadly Quarrels by Richardson, which established the use of casualties 

as a means to classify wars according to their magnitude (Richardson, 1960; in Hayes, 2002).  The 

starting point for this analysis was the usage of the minimum annual casualty rate of one 

thousand battle-related deaths such as defined by the Correlates of War project (Sarkees et al., 

2010), with the slight alternative however of also taking into account non-battle-related 

casualties because those are expected to equally impact economic activity, as Rocco & al. (2021) 

found that mortality negatively impacts economic growth. Moreover, most estimates of war 

casualties also include indirect victims (from famine, disease or else), an approach followed by 

all main sources on war casualties used for our dataset (although the data sources vary heavily 

among different wars). Indirect casualties are also part of the Modern Conflicts Database, which 

is another reason to include them (PERI, 2008). The result is a database that includes all wars 

since 1960 that lasted for at least six months and made at least one thousand casualties in a given 

year. One notable exception has been made for the 2001 Gulf war, of which the duration was less 

than 6 months. This war was however so destructive that it is expected to have a significant 

economic impact regardless of its short duration (Alnasrawi, 1992) and it is also part of a series 

of conflicts within the same country. 

 

Conflict intensity 
Conflict intensity is one of the most essential concepts of this analysis, since as aforementioned 

it is a key determinant of the economic impact. For instance, a genocidal wave of violence such 

as those that occurred in Cambodia and Rwanda is clearly more destructive than a slow-paced 

low-intensity conflict such as the Mexican drug war. This is very simply illustrated by the fact 

that Rwanda lost 70% of its GDP between 1990 and 1995 (Lopez & Wodon, 2005), while Mexico 

has experienced economic growth over the last decade (World Bank, 2022).  

Nevertheless, conflict intensity can be difficult to evaluate for wars of different nature and can 

also vary among different regions or continents. Mueller & Tobias (2016) measured conflict 

intensity in numbers of casualties. Similarly, a key study in the field of military history by 

Richardson used the base-10 logarithm of the number of deaths to assign orders of magnitude 

to wars (Richardson, 1960; in Hayes, 2002). While casualty rates are a sensible proxy-variable for 

conflict intensity used in many academic studies, frequency of battles, mode of warfare 

(conventional or irregular warfare, guerrilla activities, terrorism), and the size of non-

governmental parties involved are also important measures of intensity (Imai and Weinstein 

2000). All of these factors are taken into account as much as possible and observed individually 

for each war, in order to correctly determine for each war whether it is a low- or a high-intensity 

conflict. A total of 80 different validated sources have been employed to this effect, comprising 

compilations of casualty estimations, individual academic studies, news reports and others. The 

difference between low- and high-intensity conflicts is well established in academic literature 

and the characteristics of low-intensity conflicts have been extensively described by Carey 

(1996), and Guštin (2021). As a reference to well documented examples of low intensity conflicts, 

Magyar (1993) named and described a list of these in the Journal of Third World Studies. 

Differentiation of intensity based on these examples forms the basis of the categorization of war 

used for this study. Low-intensity conflicts are sometimes considered not to be “real wars”, as 

they seldom involve large outbursts of conventional warfare (Cann, 2006), but they do in fact 

constitute a large share of the wars after 1945. Low-intensity conflicts are seen as different from 

other wars not only in their form, but also in their expected impacts on the economy. Geographic 

scale is not seen as a factor in conflict intensity, but rather as a factor of its own that impacts the 
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amounts and the spread of the destruction caused by war. It is taken into account for its effect 

on the economic impacts of war and used in the categorization of wars, based on the idea that 

the negative effect of a war on the economic growth rate increases with its geographical spread 

(Imai & Weinstein, 2000). 

 

Defining the impact of war 
Since measuring the economic impact of different wars is the principal purpose of this study, it 

is quite essential to properly define what this constitutes and how it can be measured. In their 

study on the comparison of wars, Gray & Martin (2008) state that the economic impact of wars 

“includes the costs of war, in a financial sense, and the economic effects on groups and individuals, 

such as higher profits for some companies, bankruptcy for others, job opportunities for some 

individuals, unemployment for others and so forth.” A notable contrast to their study however is 

that they use economic impact as merely one characteristic of a war, while it constitutes the 

main topic of research here.  

In this paper, the economy is defined as the totality of production, consumption, and exchange 

activities for goods and services in a country (Kenton, 2021). Importantly, this thesis focuses on 

the direct impacts of war on the economy which consist of any change to production, 

consumption or exchange activities that directly results from war, be it positive or negative. In 

order to determine these changes however, a clear measure needs to be used for economic 

activity.  

GDP is arguably the most commonly used metric for this and is generally considered one of the 

best measures of economic performance, capturing upward and downward movements of the 

economy (NZIER, 2022). it is an excellent measure of production, but it does come with some 

weaknesses. One of those is that it does not show the social distribution of wealth, which can be 

very different between countries with similar GDP. Moreover, it doesn’t capture the geographical 

distribution of economic activity, which is often asymmetric (Henderson et al., 2017). GDP will 

nevertheless be the main dependent variable in this study, but it will be expanded on with the 

inclusion of a population correction (GDP per capita) and a measurement of its growth rate in 

percentages. Aside from the intuitive way it captures economic performance, a good case in 

favour of using GDP as the dependent variable for this study is data availability. In fact, GDP is 

available for most countries over the entire covered period, while other possible dependent 

variables often have large quantities of missing observations. Furthermore, the dominant aspect 

of wars is their physical destruction and disruption of economic activity, through closures, 

mobilization, active combat, emigration, death, disease and inflation. These disruptions are 

relatively well measured by GDP. Correspondingly, Collier (1999) describes how civil wars lower 

national income (GDP) in four major ways: destruction, disruption, diversion, and depletion of 

national resources.  

Neighbours of war 
An additional part of this analysis is the study of spill-over effects of wars. As established by 

previous academic research, wars tend to have detrimental economic consequences beyond 

state borders (Murdoch & Sandler, 2002; Sundström, 2014). Murdoch & Sandler found civil wars 

to have a significant negative effect on GDP per capita growth rate, both for countries directly 

involved and neighbouring countries. Sundström concludes that the trade of neighbouring 

countries is disrupted, even without direct involvement in war. This study will attempt to 

confirm these views by comparing GDP per capita and its growth rate between countries that 

are in proximity of war. Neighbouring countries are defined as countries with a direct border to 

a nation at war, but some further delimitations are exposed in the methodology. 
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Antecedent research 
Empirical findings on the impact of war on GDP however have been inconsistent, with several 

studies (Barro & Lee, 1993, and Jong-A-Pin, 2009, in Thies & Baum, 2020) concluding that the 

impact is insignificant, while others (Murdoch & Sandler, 2004, in Thies & Baum, 2020, and 

Collier, 1999) find very significant impacts of (civil) war on GDP. Even when a significant impact 

is found, the results are unanimous: Rasler and Thompson (1985) found that war involves some 

“obvious and subtle mixture of destructive and constructive effects on states, and the net war 

impact on economic growth may be positive, negative, variable, or simply insignificant.” Other 

studies have since pointed at both negative and positive consequences of war (Sevastianova, 

2009), but some ambiguity remains: “While wars are destructive of physical and human capital, 

the impact of war on GDP per capita is unclear. This ambiguity is fundamentally due to the way 

national income accounting deals with killing people and destroying things during war. Producing 

weapons and munitions is counted positively, while killing people and destroying things is not 

counted at all.” (Thies & Baum, 2020). Thies & Baum do however conclude that war ultimately 

has a negative impact on GDP, due to a decrease in productivity, a reduction in trade, and the 

destruction of human and physical capital and the lack of investments therein. Glick & Taylor 

(2010) similarly find large and persistent impacts of war on trade, national income, and global 

economic welfare. Koubi (2005) concludes that war has a direct negative impact on the economy, 

but also finds a positive impact on post-war economic performance. Moreover, a large number 

of the currently available academic research on the consequences of war are solely focussed on 

civil wars. In general, we can conclude that the economic impact of war is not easily 

generalizable (Kang & Meernik, 2005), which supports the idea that different wars can have 

different outcomes. This study aims at addressing these differences between wars and their 

implications for their economic consequences. 
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Conceptual model and hypothesises 
As the main constituent concepts of this research are now identified, this section will summarize 

them into the conceptual model shown in figure 1. The model shows the breakdown of wars and 

their categorization in the top left box. It mentions the casualty rate as the main determinant of 

conflict intensity, together with the other measures which are left out of the diagram for the 

sake of readability but have been listed in the section on conflict intensity. Then it points to 

geographical extent as the second important delimitator of war. These factors together classify 

wars into the three typologies of war which are each expected to have different effects on GDP. 

GDP will also be replaced by GDP per capita and by its growth rate for the improved statistical 

model but in the diagram, GDP is used as a representation for the economy following its 

definition by the New Zealand Institute of Economic Research (NZIER, 2022), as well as to 

represent the dependent variables as a whole. 

The focus of this study lies on the link between war and GDP, as represented by the three arrows 

that suggest a causal effect on GDP for each of the three typologies of war. Additionally, inflation 

will be explored as an alternative to GDP and is shown to have a direct impact on GDP (as 

established by Smith, 2019), while its causal relation with war was established by Hamilton (1977) 

and will be verified with an extra model.  

The punctuated box on the right shows the factors outside of war that are expected to influence 

a country’s GDP, regardless of the applicability of war in that country. Although many of them 

can hardly be described as purely economic factors, they are marked as such in the sense that 

they are known to have a direct impact on GDP, as explained in the second and third 

methodology sections which expand in more detail on the academic grounds for their inclusion. 

They represent different control variables that will be included in the more advanced statistical 

models of the analysis and serves to render the economic effects of war more accurate.  

 

 

Figure 1: Conceptual Model, own creation 
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This model advances two main hypotheses. The first one is that there is a direct impact of war 

on GDP. In line with the school of War Ruin, we expect a negative impact on GDP for wars. The 

second hypothesis is the claim that the impacts are different for each of the three war typologies. 

More specifically, we expect that there is a crescent effect of war along the typologies, with low-

intensity conflicts having the lowest impacts on GDP, while full-scale war is expected to have 

the most important economic consequences. The effect of wars on inflation is expected to be 

positive, as wars cause scarcity of goods and a rise of prices (Hamilton, 1977). Moreover, the 

different determinants for each category imply the expectation that the differences between low-

intensity conflicts and localized high-intensity conflicts are not the same and probably higher 

than the differences between localized high-intensity conflicts and full-scale conflict. At last, we 

expect the impact of wars on neighbouring countries to be negative, but with a lower coefficient 

than the impact on directly involved countries. 
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Methodology 
 

Introduction to the database and main sources 
The data for this study has been compiled from different sources into an extensive body of panel 

data. Panel data is defined by a set of three specific properties. Firstly, it observes the same cases 

(countries) repeatedly, secondly it measures multiple variables for these cases, and lastly its 

observations take place at multiple points in time. This is also the structure of the database used 

for this study, with the aim to give a comprehensive overview on the economic impacts of war, 

combining the most possible cases of war with the most continuous and reliable economic data 

available.  

Starting in 1960, the data spans over the last six decades, from the peak of the cold war well into 

the twenty-first century (with 2020 as the most recent year included), and comprises data for a 

total of 184 countries on all continents. The reason for starting the data set in 1960 is a lack of 

proper (inflation-corrected) economic data for a large number of countries before that date.  

The dataset comprises three main groups of variables: Economic dependent variables, (semi-

)economic control variables, and variables related to war. The control variables serve as a 

correction for endogenous economic growth and decline unrelated to war and are inspired on a 

model for economic growth suggested by Vijayaraghavan and Ward (2001) that notably included 

several scales of freedom (political and economic), as well as investment share, oil exports, and 

size of government displayed significant correlations with economic growth. Modelling 

endogenous economic growth will enhance the accuracy of our previous models, and hopefully 

increase their explanatory value. 

Most of the economic data originates from the World Bank and is readily available for insight 

(World Bank, 2022). Data on HDI, State of Democracy and Education are based on UN data 

provided by Ourworldindata.org (2022). The data on wars has been collected individually for 

each country and counts a total of 80 different sources of which an overview is available in Annex 

5. The most notable source on war casualties is the Modern Conflict Database from the Political 

Economy Research Institute of the University of Massachusetts Amherst that provided casualty 

data from different sources for various wars (PERI, 2008). In absence of better sources, 

Wikipedia has been used to get primary information such as the starting date, end-date or 

duration of a war, and as a means to find the various sources listed in Annex 5. Its overview of 

casualties serves as a death toll source for a few wars with no other verifiable data, and its use 

can equally be checked for each war in Annex 5, but most of the war data originates from a wide 

variety of individual and validated sources.  

 

Economic control variables 
The economic control variables mostly consist of data from World Bank (2022). They include 

GDP, GDP per capita, the growth rates of both of these, Foreign Direct Investment, Net 

International Aid, Exports as a percentage of GDP, Military expenditures and Inflation. GDP is 
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seen as the main dependent variable representing the state of a national economy, while GDP 

per capita functions as a correction for provisional loss of GDP due to temporary migration and 

refugees. GDP per capita growth rate is the second main dependent variable. As mentioned 

above, Hamilton (1977) established an important causal link between war and inflation. 

Consequently, a model with inflation as an alternative dependent variable will equally be 

explored in this thesis. Moreover, increasing inflation is known to have a direct negative impact 

on GDP (Barro, 2013; Smith 2019) and can thus be considered as a means to measure indirect 

impacts of war on GDP. Foreign direct investment, net international aid and exports as a 

percentage of GDP are the economic part of a set of seven control variables. Foreign direct 

investment and net international aid represent the two main sources of influx of foreign capital, 

and while the first could also be a dependent variable as it is affected by war, the latter is 

historically more of a consequence of war (Kanbur, 2006). Foreign direct investment was 

demonstrated to have a direct positive impact on GDP (Abbas et al., 2011) and is thus treated as 

an explanatory variable for economic growth. Exports as a percentage of GDP is a proxy variable 

that aims to approximate the importance of trade for each country and is an important control 

variable, as exports have a significant positive effect on economic growth (Jaffee, 1985). Petrol 

producing countries are expected to have a larger percentage by reason of the petrol market 

structure, but outside of these exceptions, World Bank data shows that fully industrialized 

countries have a much higher percentage of exports relative to GDP than countries that are still 

in a phase of economic development, while they also represent a much higher share of global 

trade (World Bank, 2022). Military expenditures represent an additional explanatory variable of 

wars and are expected to negatively impact economic growth (Azam, 2020). 

 

 

Other control variables 
As much as we can expect wars to impact an economy, it will never be the only factor to 

determine economic performance or growth. Therefore, different control variables are 

introduced into the models as to more comprehensively model this. This also helps ensuring 

that the impact of war is measured as tightly as possible, hopefully securing that our war 

variables do not measure anything outside of their own impact. Some of these have already been 

listed above. Further control variables are OECD membership, Subcontinent, Average years of 

schooling, HDI, Population and Population growth, Net Migration, Homicide rate and State of 

Democracy. The goal of these socio-economic variables is to better model the drivers behind 

differences in GDP while also making sure that we can somewhat correct for the difference in 

GDP between well developed countries of the Triad (US, EU, Japan) and its relative countries, 

and countries in the global south with lesser development. These variables are not expected to 

be strongly explanatory when it comes to economic growth, as countries from the global south 

often have higher growth rates than developed countries, but rather to have a large effect on the 

simple GDP dependent variable. The three main variables focused on development are 

constructed in different ways: OECD membership is a simple binary variable, while Average 

years of schooling and HDI are continuous variables counted in years and in index points 

respectively. The Level of Human development was proven to positively impact GDP per capita 

in a study on ASEAN member countries by Elistia & Syahzuni (2018) and is also included in this 

study. Years of Schooling are shown to be correlated with GDP by Our World in Data (2022) as 

displayed in Annex 4 and this is supported by Bils & Klenow (1998), who concluded that “the 
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evidence favours a dominant role” for education and its effect on economic performance. 

Population was used exclusively to construct the GDP per capita for reasons outlined earlier. 

The State of Democracy variable is a categorical variable that counts five categories, ranging 

from Authoritarian regime to High performing Democracy. There is a large number of studies 

that examine the correlation between democracy and economic growth and there are different 

outcomes to this day, but there seems to be some consensus recently that democracy at least 

has a positive indirect impact on economic growth (Koubi, 2005 and Acemoglu et al., 2017). 

Especially weak democracies and hybrid regimes are expected to have a negative impact on the 

economy as they are susceptible to be less politically stable. In fact, Cox & Weingast (2017) argue 

that “the health of legislatures is more important than the health of elections.” Homicide rate 

simply acts as a proxy variable for crime, but had to be omitted from the analysis for missing too 

many values. The subcontinent variable was included as a means to account for regional 

differences in GDP, but unfortunately has collinearity problems. 

 

Modelling war 
A few considerable challenges are encountered when trying to accurately model the impact of 

wars. War data is not readily available and suitable for use like economic data often is. It has to 

be assembled from different sources, which can prove rather difficult when measurements and 

requirements are not standardized through the field. Besides this, measuring the impact of war 

requires a variable that defines the scope and scale of a war which in and by itself is not a simple 

task.  

This thesis proposes two different categorical variables to represent war. The first one is a simple 

binary variable that checks for each year since 1960 whether a country has been at war for any 

duration in that year, no matter what the nature of that war is. The second one is an ordinal 

variable that is slightly more complex and employs two different measures of scale in order to 

create four categories. Its conception is detailed in the following sections. In previous studies 

one can find various methods to measure the impact of war, using different proxy-variables. As 

mentioned earlier, the three main measurements outlining the scale of wars cited by Imai and 

Weinstein (2000) are: Geographical extent, number of casualties, and strength of insurgent 

groups. Especially the first two are much used measurements of scale for warfare, with casualty 

strength being used by many different academic studies, as established by Richardson in his 

Scale of Deadly Quarrels (Richardson, 1960; in Hayes, 2002).  

As for the geographical extent, Cederman (2003) found that the spread of a war is a key to the 

determination of its scale, and Imai and Weinstein chose to employ the topographical method 

for their research, with which they found that greater geographical extent comes with an 

increased negative effect of war on economic growth. This study will explore a hybrid method 

consisting of an ordinal variable that accounts for both geographical extent and number of 

casualties. By how it is constructed, it intrinsically assumes the number of casualties to be the 

more important measure of scope, while the geographical extent still remains defining for the 

final economic impact of a war as it determines whether the impact goes on to be largely 

confined to parts of a country or is generalized on national scale.  

Previous research has in fact found a strongly negative relationship between the number of 

battle-related deaths per 1000 population and GDP per capita growth (Mueller & Tobias, 2016). 
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For this analysis, the casualty rate has been calculated per month, dividing the total number of 

casualties by the duration of the wars in months. The maximum estimate of casualties is used as 

standard, except if estimations for a war differ widely or seem highly unplausible, in which case 

extra research on the war in question determined an eventual casualty total. In the available 

dataset, casualties have been totalled per country as opposed to a count per war, as countries 

are the individual cases that will be examined in the statistical simulation. This does have the 

downside of combining casualty rates of different war typologies in cases where a single country 

has experienced multiple wars of different nature (of which there are a lot), but that shouldn’t 

be a significant problem as the casualty variable is only used to determine overall intensity of 

war for each country as to give a general idea for the classification of its wars and will not be 

used in any statistic model, while for the final elaboration of the categorical war variable, all wars 

have been examined individually to ensure they would be classified correctly. 

Mueller & Tobias also established that war duration, while naturally being an important factor, 

does not exponentially increase the economic impact, but rather does so by the same factor every 

year, which seems to be supported by Collier’s analysis of civil wars (1999). War duration is 

assumed to be somewhat taken into account by the nature of panel data which counts each year 

of war separately. Importantly, wars are only counted for the countries in which they physically 

took place.  

 

The three typologies of war and according examples 
The first category of the main war variable comprises all countries that have not experienced 

war between 1960 and 2020 and is to be used as the reference category for all statistical purposes. 

The other three categories constitute the three typologies of war. The first typology (Low-

Intensity Conflicts) is made up of all wars with a low overall casualty rate and includes mainly 

so-called brushfire wars and separatist conflicts, or wars related to criminal activity. Wars that 

started before 1960 have been reckoned with in their totality as the impact is expected to last 

into the studied period, and prolonged effects of war were demonstrated by Thies & Baum 

(2020). This implies the inclusion in the dataset of several decolonization wars that started in 

the late fifty’s, such as the Cameroon war for independence and the Malayan Emergency. The 

second and third typologies (Localized High-Intensity Conflicts and Full-Scale Conflicts 

respectively) have high casualty rates, but differ in their geographical extent, where the first is 

confined to a delimited area within a country, while the latter is a generalized war on a national 

scale.  

A global overview of all nations and the classification of their wars is displayed on figure 2. Note 

that there are several countries that might have experienced different wars of totally different 

nature (such as Iraq, Nigeria or Bangladesh). In such cases the highest applicable category is 

applied on the map as its two dimensions are not sufficient to capture chronological alternation. 

In the database however these cases are treated separately for each year and will be counted 

towards their respective typology. As specified before, wars are only counted for the countries 

in which they took place physically. 
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Low-intensity conflicts most often drag on for very long periods (Guštin, 2021), but are much 

less deadly and expected to have a lesser economic impact. Some notable examples of low-

intensity conflicts are the Colombian conflict with the FARC (1964 – present) and the protracted 

Myanmar internal conflicts (1948 – present), which have been going on for extended periods as 

is often the case with this type of wars, but without extreme peaks of casualties or physical 

infrastructure damage. The Colombian conflict is estimated to have caused close to 220 000 

casualties between 1958 and 2012 (Centro Nacional de Memoria Histórica, 2012), which amounts 

to a monthly casualty rate of about 320 (rounded up). Note the discrepancy between the 

durations, which is often a problem with low-intensity conflicts as they are often on the edge of 

the definition of war, depending on the thresholds described earlier. The case of Myanmar is 

even more extreme as it has already lasted over seventy years with no end in sight, but yet its 

total death toll of approximately 130 000 is even lower than the Colombian war, and has less than 

half its monthly casualty rate. Two other interesting cases are the Kurdish conflict in Turkey 

(1984 – 1999) and the Papua separatist movement in Indonesia (1962 - present). These are also 

labelled as low-intensity conflicts because their casualty rates are very low, at respectively 194 

and 444 casualties per month, but they are much more geographically restricted. I estimate 

however that geographical restriction is secondary to intensity of war which limits the damage 

that is done overall, while geographical extent only limits the impact for a part of the affected 

country. Therefor there are no separated categories of low-intensity conflicts with different 

geographical scopes in this study While of course these low-intensity conflicts are humanitarian 

disasters, their average casualty rates always remain well under the 1 000 deaths per month 

threshold and do not compare to wars in the two other categories. Poignant examples of full-

scale conflicts include the Cambodian genocide (1967 – 1989) with a gruesome total of 11 750 

Figure 2: The world at war since 1960 with categorization, own creation 
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casualties monthly and a total death toll well over two and a half million, or the Angolan civil 

war (1961 – 2002) which has a “vastly lower” casualty rate of 1 681 deaths per month, but lasted 

much longer with a nevertheless equally appalling total death toll of 800 000 as a result. The 

Iran-Iraq war (1978 – 1988) is a good example of a localized high-intensity war – a border conflict 

– and has similar statistics: a monthly casualty rate of 6 343 for a total amount of over 600 000 

casualties, although its casualty rate is slightly deflated by the inclusion of a two-year period of 

skirmishes before the war. Another prominent instance is the Biafra war in Nigeria (1967 – 1970), 

which took place within a single country but has an even heftier death toll, good for somewhere 

between one and two million casualties in total in spite of its short duration. In this case 

however, the uncertainty of the total amount of deaths makes a monthly estimation very 

difficult, in addition to which the accumulated casualty data used in this dataset does not allow 

to establish the exact death rate here as it is combined with the more recent Boko Haram 

insurgency.  

 

Proximity to war 
A binary variable was employed in order to measure the spill-over effect of wars on economic 

growth in neighbouring countries. It is based on the binary war variable that constitutes the 

basis of war data for this analysis. At first, the binary war variable for each country with a war in 

the past 60 years was applied to all its neighbouring countries. However, this causes some 

illogical situations when taking into account physical distance to a war, as pointed out in 

previous studies: “conflict in a neighbouring country might not be expected to have an impact if it 

is hundreds of kilometres away from the shared border” (Gleditsch, 2007, in Phillips, 2015). 

Especially in cases of localized wars, this would not make any sense: for example, Norway and 

Mongolia would be counted as neighbours to the Chechen war, even though being thousands of 

kilometres away from it. In consequence, the variable has been adjusted so that only neighbours 

relatively close to the war have been marked as being in the proximity of war. For full-scale 

conflicts, this still includes all neighbour countries, whether they have been directly involved or 

not.  

 

Missing data and deliberate omissions 

For better consistency, eight Pacific and Caribbean island-nations as well 

as the five European micro-states have been omitted from the data set in 

reason of their unavailable or severely limited economic data. An 

important consideration for these omissions is the fact that Stata will 

entirely remove most of these countries’ data as a result of their missing 

values. Countries affected by this decision are listed in table 1. 

Furthermore, no non-independent entities (such as for instance  

Hong Kong, Puerto Rico or Gibraltar) have been included in the dataset. 

One exception has been made for the territories of West Bank and Gaza, 

which are of interest for this study as they have experienced warfare during 

the intifada periods that started in 1987. It’s worth mentioning that 

former USSR and Warsaw Pact members, as well as some other 

smaller countries totally lack economic data before 1990. 

Moreover, a small number of countries had gaps in their data for certain years. This is the case 

Omitted Countries

Andorra

Bermuda

Federation of Micronesia

Grenada

Liechtenstein

Marshall Islands

Monaco

Nauru

Palau

San Marino

Solomon Islands

Tuvalu

Vatican City

Table 1: Omitted countries 
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of Angola for example, which missed GDP data for three years during their civil war, or Eritrea, 

of which some population data was missing. Where this was possible, these gaps have been filled 

by method of interpolation, using formulas that assume equal change for each year. This method 

was used only in cases where the number of missing years is relatively small (6 years maximum), 

and with available data from years before and after the missing years. After factoring in all of the 

missing cases, the base model used for this analysis counts a total of 8 982 observations. 
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Results 
 

Regression tools 
For their study The Effect of War on Economic Growth, Thies & Baum (2020) used the Arellano-

Bond estimator for their statistical models. This estimator is likely too complex for the current 

analysis. Alternatively, there are three main types of more accessible models that can be used to 

analyse panel data: the Pooled OLS model, the Fixed effects model, and the Random effects 

model (Park, 2015). Although it was used by Imai & Weinstein (2000), the Pooled OLS model is 

not the preferred option for this study, as it assumes there are no unique attributes to countries 

and no universal effects across time. Fixed effect models go a step further by also taking into 

account the inherent difference between observed cases, while random effect models test for 

variables that are constant across cases but change over time. All three effect models are usable 

for this study, but the observed variables are expected to vary quite heavily between countries, 

which would make the fixed effect model preferable. This has been verified by running a 

Hausman test based on the most basic model including only GDP per capita and the categorical 

war variable, of which the p-value is significant (Annex 2), thereby rejecting the hypothesis that 

the random effects model is of better utility for this study. 

 

Four separate main models were constructed for this analysis, based on two different sets of both 

dependent and independent variables. The two dependent variables that have been used for this 

are GDP (in current dollars) and GDP per capita, while the two independent variables are the 

binary and the categorical war variables. Additionally, both dependent variables are replaced by 

their respective growth rates in further variations of the models. For each of these models I then 

progressively add control variables. The construction of these various statistical models is 

displayed in Annexes 2 and 3.  

 

The base-model 
The most basic model is a model that simply tests for a difference in GDP between countries in 

years with war, and countries in years without war, using the binary war variable as independent 

variable. Its result is displayed in table 2, and it does not suggest there to be a significant 

difference in GDP between countries with or without war. This is largely explainable by the fact 

that we are looking at a database on global scale, with inherently different countries. For 

instance, even during and after the Yugoslavian war, the former Yugoslavian republics are 

expected to have a higher GDP than most countries in Africa, also if the latter did not experience 

Table 2: GDP and War (binary), result from Stata 
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war. While expected to reduce GDP, there are no known observations of wars that crashed it to 

the point where such pre-existing differences were erased. This however indicates that even 

though some countries that experienced warfare had in fact large drops in GDP (e.g., Rwanda, 

Kuwait and Angola), changes in GDP might not correctly represent the economic impact of a 

war.  

A variation of this first model aims to address this issue by replacing GDP with its growth rate 

as the dependent variable. While GDP growth rate might not achieve a complete representation 

of physical damage inflicted by war, it is well capable of measuring the cutback or even 

temporary cessation of economic activity. The results of this new model indeed suggest that war 

does in fact have a significant negative impact on the economy, as shown in table 3: 

 

The explanatory value of this model is still quite insignificant however as its R2-value is below 

0.05 but this should improve when adding more control variables. Further adjustments to the 

model can still improve the accuracy of the coefficients but the results of this model are 

supported by previous studies, notably a 2007 paper that describes the cost of wars in Africa and 

demonstrates for 23 countries at war how economic growth was impacted by their wars (IANSA, 

Oxfam and Saferworld, 2007). Table 4 discloses some of their evidence, showing a number of 

countries and their respective projected 

growth as opposed to their actual growth, 

with South Africa added as a reference case 

without war. Of course, while the coefficients 

in the model might be small, in order to 

measure the economic impact in gross value, 

they are multiplied by GDP which usually 

values several, if not hundreds of billions of 

current dollars. This implies that the cost of 

war frequently amounts to billions of dollars, 

even for the loss of a single percentage point 

in GDP growth rate. 

  

 

 

Further corrections 
With the basic model established, we now replace its binary independent variable by the 

categorical war variable that accounts for the scope of warfare. The results are similar overall, 

Table 3: GDP growth rate and War (binary), result from Stata 

Table 4: War and Economic growth in Africa 

(IANSA, Oxfam and Saferworld, 2007) 
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with a non-significant effect on GDP, but a significant effect on its growth rate. However, in 

contrast to the two intense warfare typologies, low-intensity conflicts do not appear to 

significantly impact GDP growth rate (see table 5). 

  

For localized high-intensity conflicts and full-scale conflicts, the coefficients are also 

comparatively higher than the overall coefficient for war in the binary model, which is the result 

of separating them from the less impactful low-intensity conflicts. Interestingly, localized high-

intensity conflicts appear to have a slightly larger impact than full-scale wars. This could be the 

result of a small bias in the data that is due to full-scale conflicts still having a large range of 

intensity, as for example the Yugoslavian war, while being a full-scale conflict, was by far not as 

destructive as some major civil wars such as the Vietnam war or the Rwandese Genocide. 

As stated above, a part of the wartime decrease in economic activity is expected to be a result of 

population decline, whether it be temporary or permanent. The permanent population decline 

(mostly resulting from war casualties, famine and disease) has a lasting economic impact and is 

much easier to account for than temporary population decline (due to provisional migration and 

refugees). Temporary population decline implicates a loss of total GDP that can be recuperated 

at least partly if and when this population comes back, as it happened in Burundi which 

repatriated hundreds of thousands of refugees between 2000 and 2010 (Ruiz & Vargas-Silva, 

2021). This means that it is necessary to correct the GDP for population in order to measure a 

decrease of economic performance per capita, rather than total. GDP is thus replaced as 

dependent variable by GDP per capita. The results are displayed in table 6 for the relation 

between GDP per capita growth rate and the categorical war variable to reflect the earlier 

improvements on the model. They are very similar to the results of the previous version of the 

model, but the coefficients are slightly lower, which indeed suggests some excess measurement 

when the model is not corrected for population.  

 

 

Table 5: GDP growth rate and War (categorical), result from Stata 

Table 6: GDP per capita growth rate and War (categorical), result from Stata 
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Adding control variables 
In the models presented above, GDP per capita growth rate has become the main dependent 

variable. Economic growth however is impacted by many more factors than war alone. As 

aforementioned, Vijayaraghavan and Ward (2001) suggested a model with different variables 

which impact economic growth, out of which several scales of freedom (political and economic), 

as well as investment share, oil exports, and size of government displayed significant correlations 

with economic growth. This model has been a guideline for adding a number of control variables 

that account for factors of economic growth and are expected to increase the overall accuracy of 

this analysis. The models that result from this will be called “corrected models”. All of these have 

been run both with the four different dependent variables used previously (GDP, GDP growth 

rate, GDP per capita, GDP per capita growth rate), and with both the binary and the categorical 

war variables, but considering their fairly analogous results, we will focus on the model that uses 

GDP per capita growth rate and the categorical war variable. All the relevant models can however 

be consulted in Annexes 3 and 4 (including the ones shown within the main text). For this 

analysis, a set of seven control variables has been used to model endogenous economic growth. 

They are added to the model progressively and have been listed beforehand in the methodology. 

The first model enhanced with a control variable simply consists of the base model with the 

addition of the ordinal variable representing democratic index. Note that this already makes the 

number of cases (years for each country) shrink from 8 982 to 6 526, as the data for democratic 

index only starts in 1975. Other variables such as average years of schooling and human 

development index have a similar or even amplified effect on the size of the database, as a large 

number of countries only have these data available yearly since 1990 (as opposed to every five 

years before that). Since the democratic index is the most complete (non-economical) control 

variable available, this is the one that is included in the first corrected model. With this model 

(see Annex 4), results for the different categories of war remain similar to previously shown 

results, but the difference in magnitude between localized high-intensity conflicts and full-scale 

conflicts seems to have increased. Another point of interest is the fact that the control variable 

does not in fact have a significant impact on GDP per capita growth rate. Conversely, when 

looking at GDP as a dependent variable, it is the war variable that does not have significant 

impact, while the control variable does.  

 

Full model and main results 
Adding more control variables to the model does not seem to change its output much, although 

there are some interesting additional notes. Economic control variables (export as part of GDP, 

military spending, and international aid) seem to have more significant impacts on economic 

growth as a whole, while socio-economic variables like democratic index, years of schooling, and 

human development index seem to be of lesser impact. Particularly military spending seems to 

have a strongly negative impact on GDP. If GDP per capita is taken as the dependent variable 

(see table 7), all control variables except HDI have significant impact.  
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Importantly however, when using the complete corrected model with GDP per capita as a 

dependent variable as opposed to GDP per capita growth rate, there is a notable difference with 

previously shown models: there is a significant but positive effect for full-scale wars, but not for 

the other two war typologies. This seemingly surprising result can be ascribed to the wide range 

of values possible for GDP per capita which depend on a large number of different factors and 

vary widely per (sub-) continent, but it also corroborates the results of Sevastianova (2009) who 

found both positive and negative effects of war on GDP per capita. Replacing GDP per capita 

with its growth rate however shows a different picture as shown in table 8. Equally noticeable is 

that this model is hampered by the various missing data among the control variables and only 

counts a total of 3 656 observations. Another point of interest is the R2-value (see Annex 4) which 

is considerably higher for the models that do not have a growth rate as the dependent variable. 

The highest R2-value amounts to a total of 0.34 for the fully corrected model of the relations 

between GDP per capita and the categorical war variable. It’s worth mentioning that although 

that is a modest result, it is almost three times higher than the R2-value from models with the 

binary war variable, strongly underlining the importance of differentiating wars of divergent 

nature or scope. The models with growth rates as their dependent variables consistently display 

significant results for both localized high-intensity conflicts and full-scale conflicts and 

insignificant results for low-intensity conflicts. In contrast with the non-growth-rate models 

however their R2-square values are structurally below 0.05 which makes them markedly less 

convincing. Nevertheless, they do confirm the negative impact on economic growth for high-

intensity wars, in accordance with many core studies such as the study on civil war by Collier 

(1999) and the study on the Effect of War on Economic Growth (Thies & Baum, 2020). 

Table 7: GDP per capita and War (categorical) with all control variables, result from Stata 
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Table 8 displays the results for the effects of war on GDP per capita growth rate in the fully 

corrected model. It shows the negative impact on economic growth measured for high-intensity 

wars and demonstrates the insignificance of the impact of low-intensity wars. As previously 

noted, the localized high-intensity conflicts indeed seem to have a higher impact on the 

economy, which is quite contrary to expectations but is most probably a result of the types of 

countries that have experienced these, as civil wars are more prevalent in poorer countries. This 

is however difficult to correct for with the current statistical method and needs extra 

investigation. 

 

Inflation 
An extra base-model with inflation as its dependent variable results in significant positive results 

for low-intensity conflicts and localized large-scale conflicts, but not for full-scale conflicts (see 

Annex 3). When adding the control variables to this model, the results for localized large-scale 

conflicts lose their significance, while the R2-value does not exceed 0.015. Low-intensity conflicts 

keep a significant impact on inflation however. We can conclude that inflation probably is at 

least somewhat positively impacted by war, but that it is not clear how large that impact really 

is. Moreover, this model demonstrates that low-intensity conflicts do have an indirect impact 

on GDP, as inflation is known to have a negative impact on GDP (Smith, 2019). 

 

  

Table 8: GDP per capita growth rate and War (categorical) with all control variables, result 

from Stata 
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Spill-over effects 
To measure the spill-over effects of wars, the same methods have been used as the ones 

described previously for the economic impact of wars on countries involved in them. The 

difference resides in the dependent variable which has been replaced by a binary variable that 

assesses whether a country is neighbouring a war in each given year. The results are consultable 

along with previous models in Annexes 3 and 4, and the fully corrected model with proximity to 

war as dependent variable is displayed in table 9. The main result of this model is a significant 

negative impact of proximity to war, although it is lower than the impacts measured in countries 

with direct involvement in war, which is in line with expectations. Therefrom we can conclude 

that wars do have significant geographical spill-over effects beyond their impact on the host 

country. This result shows that the economic consequences of war are to be taken even more 

seriously and cannot be captured within the frame of a single country. 

  

Table 9: GDP per capita growth rate and Proximity to conflict including all control variables, 

result from Stata 
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Discussion 
 

Several major conclusions can be drawn from the results presented above. Firstly, the negative 

direct impacts of war on the GDP per capita growth rate established by previous studies are 

found to be validated. In addition, different results are obtained for the three typologies of war 

which mainly confirm the importance of the distinction between wars of different intensity in 

line with previous studies on war such as the analysis by Mueller & Tobias (2016), but do not 

provide a conclusive difference in impact between wars of geographical extent similar to Imai & 

Weinstein (2000) due to limitations in the data on localized high-intensity conflicts. In contrast 

to high intensity conflicts, low-intensity conflicts are shown not to have a significant direct 

impact on GDP, but invertedly they do impact inflation significantly. Moreover, GDP per capita 

is also proven to be negatively impacted by proximity to wars, including low-intensity conflicts, 

in accordance with the earlier study by Murdoch & Sandler (2002). 

While the statistical results of the fully corrected model with GDP as its dependent variable do 

present a higher explanatory value (R2) than the results of the model that used GDP per capita 

growth rate, they seem less accurate in predicting the economic impacts of war. Firstly, GDP 

does not account for a country’s population size and is therefore hardly a suitable dependent 

variable to compare the impacts between different countries, and is thus replaced with GDP per 

capita. However, since we are using a fixed effects model for comparison between countries in 

different stages of development with a wide range of GDP per capita value, a large number of 

wars is expected to not sufficiently affect a dependent variable with such a large span to show a 

significant difference with countries without war. Sevastianova (2009) demonstrated that 

studying the impact of wars on GDP per capita generally provided heterogenous results between 

different countries. Similarly, our model with GDP per capita as its dependent variable finds no 

significant results for the first two typologies of war, but significant positive results for full-scale 

conflicts. It seems that GDP per capita growth rate is a better tool for the measurement of the 

impact of war on economic performance, and it is employed in the final model. 

Nevertheless, it also has its imperfections. Models using GDP per capita growth rate obtain a 

much more limited R2-value and the control variables model the total growth rate less 

effectively. As a consequence, while the coefficients obtained with GDP per capita growth rate 

are much closer to expectations, they also have less explanatory power. They do establish the 

negative consequences of war, but it is difficult to quantify these consequences because the 

control variables mostly do not have significant effects and this means that the coefficients are 

likely susceptible to variations not explained by the model. As such, this study does confirm 

earlier results by Collier (1999), Lopez & Wodon (2005), Thies & Baum (2020) and others who 

found that war has a damaging effect on economic growth, but it does not result in a satisfying 

evaluation of this damage.  

As previously mentioned, this study establishes new insight into the differences in impact 

between low-intensity conflicts and intense war. Interestingly however, low-intensity conflicts 

are found not to have a significant impact on economic growth as compared to the reference 

category, which is the peaceful scenario without any war. While the large difference with other 

wars is an expected result in accordance with previous studies that established a link between 

the number of casualties and mortality as a whole and economic growth (Mueller & Tobias, 2016; 

Rocco et al. 2021) and provides good perspective of the different economic outcomes that wars 

can have, it seems slightly odd to conclude that low-intensity conflicts do not have a significant 
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direct economic impact. On the other hand, in accordance with Hamilton (1977) we conclude 

that low-intensity conflicts have a positive effect on inflation, and therefore an indirect negative 

effect on GDP, as argued by Barro (2013) and Smith (2019). Yet, for the link between high 

intensity conflicts and inflation the results are inconclusive. Further research on the direct 

impacts of low-intensity conflicts is recommended, as it seems unplausible that protracted 

conflict, even on smaller scale, does not significantly impact economic activity.  

Another restricting factor on this study is the amount of missing data. In fact, the fully corrected 

models drop 5 326 observations, which is over half of the total amount. This is due mainly to the 

fact that the missing data is spread out between variables and not confined to certain years or 

countries only. Core data such as GDP, Population and War is reasonably complete, but many 

of the control variables only have data for the more recent decades (notably starting in 1975 and 

1990). For certain countries this is true for all data, as described earlier. Due to this limitation, 

the expanded models lose some credit relative to their simpler counterparts.  

These missing values also caused the research to focus on years individually as opposed to time 

periods. Longer term effects of war are thus not included in the analysis and this should be kept 

in mind when considering its results. While the coefficients might seem small, they are 

cumulative and likely to be considerably higher when applied to periods of five or ten years.  

Furthermore, data on wars has been collected individually for each country. While specific 

research benefits the accuracy of the data, it also brings along the inconvenient absence of a 

universal threshold of casualties that defines each typology of war. Instead, the decision is based 

on multiple factors which do not limit only to the number of casualties, but also to the duration 

of war, its cause and development, and the presence (or not) of large-scale battles and violence, 

based on earlier studies by Imai & Weinstein (2000) and Fielding (2004), and on definitions of 

low-intensity conflicts provided by different scholars (Magyar, 1993; Carey, 1996; and Guštin, 

2021). This naturally implies that several wars with lower casualty rates are included in one of 

the more intense typologies, but this has to do with their expected economic damage which is 

influenced by more than casualties only. Because of limitations in time and scale though, the 

typologies assigned to each distinct war cannot be discussed individually in this paper. Specific 

research on the classification of wars can give extra insight on the topic and is recommended. 
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Conclusion 
 

 

The many different ways in which wars affect the economy complicate the construction of a 

comprehensive overview of their damage. This paper attempts to consolidate existing academic 

findings on the economic impacts of war, centred around the question “what direct impacts do 

the three typologies of war have on economic growth?” It emphasizes that wars can hugely vary 

in scale and intensity, and addresses this fact with a new approach that categorizes wars into 

three general typologies, analysing their economic consequences according to these typologies 

with the assumption that wars with lower intensity generate less economic decline. The results 

show significant differences among wars with different intensities, but no significant difference 

between wars of different geographical extent. We also find that low-intensity conflicts seem to 

have a more important impact on inflation and that all types of war confounded have important 

spill-over effects on neighbouring countries. The effects of adding control variables for 

endogenous economic growth are limited, but significantly increase the explaining value of all 

models with GDP and GDP per capita as dependent variables. 

The construction of a hybrid categorical war variable that classifies wars into three different 

typologies according to their intensity and scale was a key component of this study, with the aim 

of complementing previous literature that either focussed solely on civil wars or treated wars of 

different nature, geographical extent and magnitude as a single phenomenon. Alongside a binary 

variable, this variable served as the main independent variable for the statistical analysis. Its 

three typologies have been built on the bases of parameters advanced by earlier studies, such as 

casualty rates (Mueller & Tobias, 2016) and geographical spread, among others. They were 

expected to show different impacts on the dependent variables (GDP, GDP per capita, GDP 

growth rates), as formulated in the hypothesis presented above. 

Indeed, the hypothesis that economic damage is proportional to intensity has been largely 

confirmed by the results. Moreover, the explanatory value of the models with the categorical 

variable is much higher than that of the models with the binary variable which confirms the 

importance of this differentiation. A distinction of impacts for wars of different geographical 

extent has also been researched, theorizing that more narrowly localized wars are expected to 

be of lesser economic impact than widespread conflict on national scale, as advanced by Imai & 

Weinstein (2000). This last expectation is however not clearly vindicated by the results.  

An important methodological conclusion arising from this research is the preferability of GDP 

per capita as a dependent variable for the impact of war. In fact, it permits to correct for excess 

measurement due to temporal losses of population in relation to provisional migration and 

refugees. This outcome also introduces the notion that the economic impact of war seems to be 

most effectively measured by using GDP per capita growth rate. This finding is in accordance 

with the studies on civil war by Collier (1999 and 2003). 

Furthermore, the control variables used in this study seem to be of lesser importance for GDP 

per capita growth, compared to their impact on simple GDP. Most of the control variables do 

not display a significant result for GDP per capita growth rate, with the exception of military 

spending and export, which both have significant effects on GDP per capita growth rate 

(negative and positive respectively). Naturally, the militarily expenditure variable having a 
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negative impact on GDP also provides for a further argument in supporting the view that 

consequences of wars are mainly unfavourable. 

Low-intensity conflicts are shown to have less direct impacts on the economy than the other two 

categories and countries experiencing them do not appear to significantly differ in economic 

performance from countries without any war at all. In contrast, they do seem to have a positive 

effect on inflation. The other two categories are shown to have significant negative impacts on 

economic growth, but do not impact inflation significantly. This can be partially explained by 

the negative relation between inflation and GDP, as a decreasing GDP would also negatively 

affect inflation. The effect of high-intensity wars on economic growth also demonstrates their 

opportunity cost, as in absence of war growth is expected to be higher (or positive at all, in some 

cases). In addition, we measure important negative spill-over effects of wars on countries in their 

vicinity, in accordance with earlier findings by Murdoch & Sandler (2002). A useful expansion of 

this analysis would be to equally distinguish between different wars when looking at the spill-

over impacts of war. The insights provided by this analysis certainly improve the general 

knowledge on the impacts of war and encourage further study on the impacts of current ongoing 

wars such as the wars in Syria and Ukraine, which both certainly belong to the full-scale conflict 

typology and are known and expected to have serious (further) economic repercussions, not only 

on the affected countries but also on their neighbours and on the world as a whole. Moreover, 

the conflict in Ukraine might give new insight on the way global market integration and trade 

dependency change the economic impacts of war, not only for the country itself but also at a 

global scale, as direct economic consequences (such as product shortages and rising prices) have 

already become exceptionally apparent in all of Europe and even beyond. 

Overall, this study confirms the standpoints of the War Ruin school and defends its assessment 

that wars are purely destructive, but also establishes that this might only be applicable for high-

intensity wars. The final conclusion is that, if wars might be inevitable, everything must be done 

to limit their intensity. 
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Annexes 
 

Annex 1 – Stata data preparation (code) 

 

 

Annex 2 – Hausman test 
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Annex 3 – Statistical base models 

This showcases the basic method of working with every statistical model. In further annexes, 

only GDP per capita/War (categorical) and GDP per capita growth rate/War (categorical) will 

be shown, as they were the ones mainly used in the analysis. 

GDP/War (binary) 

 
 

GDP growth rate/War (binary) 
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GDP/War (categorical) 

 

 

GDP growth rate/War (categorical) 
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GDP per capita/War (binary) 

 

 

GDP per capita growth rate/War (binary) 
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GDP per capita/War (categorical) 

 

 

GDP per capita growth rate/War (categorical) 
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Inflation/War (categorical) 

  
 

GDP/Proximity to conflict 
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GDP per capita growth rate/Proximity to conflict 
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Annex 4 – Statistical models with correction 

 

GDP per capita/War (categorical), Democratic index 
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GDP per capita growth rate/War (categorical), Democratic index 
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GDP per capita/War (categorical), Democratic index, HDI, Average years of schooling, Exports 

as a percentage of GDP 
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GDP per capita growth rate/War (categorical), Democratic index, HDI, Average years of 

schooling, Exports as a percentage of GDP 
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GDP per capita/War (categorical), Democratic index, HDI, Average years of schooling, Exports 

as a percentage of GDP, Net international aid received, FDI as a percentage of GDP (cumulative), 

Military expenditures as percentage of GDP 
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GDP per capita growth rate/War (categorical), Democratic index, HDI, Average years of 

schooling, Exports as a percentage of GDP, Net international aid received, FDI as a percentage of 

GDP (cumulative), Military expenditures as percentage of GDP 
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GDP per capita growth rate/Proximity to conflict, Democratic index, HDI, Average years of 

schooling, Exports as a percentage of GDP, Net international aid received, FDI as a percentage of 

GDP (cumulative), Military expenditures as percentage of GDP 
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Annex 5 – Extra Bibliography: Data sources for the War variables, sorted by country 

 

Ge
ner
al 
Re
ma
rks 
abo
ut 
the 
war 
dat
a 

Total war duration has been 
calculated as the total 
amount of months between 
the onset of hostilities and 
their ending, or until january 
2021 

Conflicts are 
required to have 
lasted at least for 
6 months and to 
have made at 
least 1000 
casualties in a 
calendar year. 
They're only 
counted for the 
countries where 
they physically 
took place. 

Casualty estimates are to be a proxy of 
destruction. For simplification purposes, only 
deaths are counted as casualties. They use 
the most recent data available (which means 
that it can include 2021 figures). They are 
rough estimates and should be treated as 
such. 

Co
unt
ry 

Sources on War duration Additional 
notes 

Sources on Casualties 

Afg
han
ista
n 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Afghanistan_conflict_(1978%E
2%80%93present)  

https://adst.org/2
016/04/the-saur-
revolution-
prelude-to-the-
soviet-invasion-of-
afghanistan/  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Afghanistan_con
flict_(1978%E2%80%93present)  

 
https://www.npr.org/2021/08
/19/1028472005/afghanistan-
conflict-
timeline?t=1636206957797  

  

An
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https://www.jstor.org/stable/
10.7249/j.ctt5hhsjk.29?seq=1
#metadata_info_tab_contents  

https://en.wikiped
ia.org/wiki/Angola
n_War_of_Indepe
ndence  

https://web.archive.org/web/20110720091321
/http://www.peri.umass.edu/fileadmin/pdf/dp
e/modern_conflicts/death_tolls.pdf 

 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Angolan_Civil_War 
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First_Nagorno-Karabakh_War  

 
https://omnilogos.com/civil-war-azerbaijan-
and-nagorno-karabakh-republic-1992-1994/  

 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
2020_Nagorno-Karabakh_war  
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
First_Nagorno-Karabakh_War  
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and-nagorno-karabakh-republic-1992-1994/  

 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
2020_Nagorno-Karabakh_war  

  

Bur
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q=2#metadata_info_tab_cont
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e/modern_conflicts/death_tolls.pdf 
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Leb
ano
n 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Lebanese_Civil_War  

 
https://web.archive.org/web/20110720091321
/http://www.peri.umass.edu/fileadmin/pdf/dp
e/modern_conflicts/death_tolls.pdf 

Lib
eria 

https://www.jstor.org/stable/
26382621  

 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/First_Liberian_Ci
vil_War   

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Second_Liberian_Civil_War 

  

Lib
ya 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
First_Libyan_Civil_War 

 
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-libya-un-
deaths-idUSTRE7584UY20110609   

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Second_Libyan_Civil_War  

  

Sri 
Lan
ka 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Sri_Lankan_Civil_War 

 
https://www.reuters.com/article/sri-lanka-
rights-un-idUSKBN2BF1DF  

Mo
ldo
va 

https://studenttheses.universi
teitleiden.nl/access/item%3A2
627078/view  

 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transnistria_War  

Me
xic
o 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Mexican_drug_war  

 
https://www.vaticannews.va/en/world/news/
2021-04/mexico-drug-war-85000-victims-
governement-report.html 

Nor
th 
Ma
ced
oni
a 

https://archive.org/details/ma
cedonia00john/page/161  

The Yugoslavia 
war of 1991-1992 
did not take 
place on 
Macedonian 
territory 

 

My
an
ma
r 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Internal_conflict_in_Myanmar  

 
https://web.archive.org/web/20110720091321
/http://www.peri.umass.edu/fileadmin/pdf/dp
e/modern_conflicts/death_tolls.pdf  

Mo
za
mbi
que 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Mozambican_War_of_Indepe
ndence  

 
https://web.archive.org/web/20110720091321
/http://www.peri.umass.edu/fileadmin/pdf/dp
e/modern_conflicts/death_tolls.pdf  

 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Mozambican_Civil_War 

  

 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Insurgency_in_Cabo_Delgado 

  

Ma
lay
sia 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Malayan_Emergency  

  

Na
mib
ia 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
South_African_Border_War  

 
https://web.archive.org/web/20161110230352
/https://repository.unam.edu.na/bitstream/ha
ndle/11070/732/waking%20the%20deadocr.pd
f?sequence=1  

Nig
eria 

https://www-jstor-org.proxy-
ub.rug.nl/stable/2613824?seq
=11#metadata_info_tab_cont
ents  

 
https://munuc.org/committees/united-
nations-security-council/  
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Boko_Haram_insurgency 

 
https://www.reuters.com/world/africa/northe
ast-nigeria-insurgency-has-killed-almost-
350000-un-2021-06-24/ 

Nic
ara
gua 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Nicaraguan_Revolution  

 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nicaraguan_Rev
olution  

Ne
pal 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Nepalese_Civil_War  

 
https://reliefweb.int/report/nepal/17800-
people-died-during-conflict-period-says-
ministry-peace  

Om
an  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Dhofar_Rebellion  

 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dhofar_Rebellio
n  

Pak
ista
n 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Insurgency_in_Balochistan 

With exception 
of the 
Bangladesh 
Liberation war, 
the Indo-
Pakistani wars 
have been 
discounted 
because of their 
short durations,  

http://www.europe-
solidaire.org/spip.php?article4120  

 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Insurgency_in_Khyber_Pakhtu
nkhwa  

 
https://watson.brown.edu/costsofwar/files/co
w/imce/papers/2016/War%20in%20Afghanista
n%20and%20Pakistan%20UPDATE_FINAL_corr
ected%20date.pdf  

Per
u 

https://books.google.fm/book
s?id=_vOEi4Xf5FMC&printsec
=frontcover#v=onepage&q&f=
false 

 
https://rpp.pe/peru/actualidad/grafico-que-
fue-la-cvr-y-que-dijo-su-informe-final-noticia-
990203  

Phi
lipi
nes 

https://www.eastwestcenter.
org/publications/moro-
conflict-landlessness-and-
misdirected-state-policies  

 
https://web.archive.org/web/20110720091321
/http://www.peri.umass.edu/fileadmin/pdf/dp
e/modern_conflicts/death_tolls.pdf  

 
https://ploughshares.ca/pl_ar
medconflict/philippines-
cppnpa-1969-first-combat-
deaths/  

  

Pap
ua 
Ne
w 
Gui
nea 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Bougainville_conflict  

 
https://www.aph.gov.au/parliamentary_busin
ess/committees/house_of_representatives_co
mmittees?url=jfadt/bougainville/bv_chap2.pdf  

We
st 
Ban
k 
and 
Ga
za 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
First_Intifada  

 
https://www.btselem.org/statistics/first_intifa
da_tables  
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Second_Intifada 

 
https://web.archive.org/web/20070703195937
/http://212.150.54.123/casualties_project/stat
s_page.cfm 

Rus
sia 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
First_Chechen_War  

 
https://web.archive.org/web/20110720091321
/http://www.peri.umass.edu/fileadmin/pdf/dp
e/modern_conflicts/death_tolls.pdf   

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
First_Chechen_War 

  

Rw
and
a 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Rwandan_Civil_War 

 
https://medialibrary.uantwerpen.be/oldconten
t/container2143/files/Publications/Annuaire/1
996-1997/10-Reyntjens.pdf 

Sud
an 

https://www.blackpast.org/global-african-
history/events-global-african-history/first-
sudanese-civil-war-1955-1972/  

https://www.blackpast.org/global-african-
history/events-global-african-history/first-
sudanese-civil-war-1955-1972/  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Second_Sudanese_Civil_War  

 
https://web.archive.org/web/20110720091321
/http://www.peri.umass.edu/fileadmin/pdf/dp
e/modern_conflicts/death_tolls.pdf   

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
War_in_Darfur  

 
https://web.archive.org/web/20110720091321
/http://www.peri.umass.edu/fileadmin/pdf/dp
e/modern_conflicts/death_tolls.pdf  

Sier
ra 
Leo
ne 

https://www.jstor.org/stable/
26382621  

 
http://web.undp.org/evaluation/documents/th
ematic/conflict/SierraLeone.pdf  

El 
Sal
vad
or 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Salvadoran_Civil_War  

 
http://www.derechos.org/nizkor/salvador/info
rmes/truth.html  

So
mal
ia 

https://web.archive.org/web/20110720091321/htt
p://www.peri.umass.edu/fileadmin/pdf/dpe/mode
rn_conflicts/death_tolls.pdf  

https://web.archive.org/web/20110720091321
/http://www.peri.umass.edu/fileadmin/pdf/dp
e/modern_conflicts/death_tolls.pdf  

Ser
bia 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Yugoslav_Wars  

Serbian death 
toll is very 
difficult to 
estimate. Total 
Yugoslavian 
death toll was 
used instead. 

https://www.ictj.org/publication/transitional-
justice-former-yugoslavia  

Sou
th 
Sud
an 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
South_Sudanese_Civil_War  

 
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-
southsudan-unrest-toll/study-estimates-
190000-people-killed-in-south-sudans-civil-
war-idUSKCN1M626R   

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Second_Sudanese_Civil_War  

 
https://web.archive.org/web/20110720091321
/http://www.peri.umass.edu/fileadmin/pdf/dp
e/modern_conflicts/death_tolls.pdf  

Syri
a 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Islamist_uprising_in_Syria  

 
https://www.npr.org/2012/02/01/146235292/
30-years-later-photos-emerge-from-killings-in-
syria   

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Syrian_civil_war  

 
https://www.syriahr.com/en/217360/  
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Ch
ad 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Chadian%E2%80%93Libyan_c
onflict  

 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chadian%E2%80
%93Libyan_conflict  

 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Chadian_Civil_War_(2005%E2
%80%932010)  

 
https://web.archive.org/web/20110720091321
/http://www.peri.umass.edu/fileadmin/pdf/dp
e/modern_conflicts/death_tolls.pdf 

Taji
kist
an 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Tajikistani_Civil_War  
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